Nikolina Kovalenko’s Artwork on Display in Watchung

Summit, NJ (October 5, 2018)—Artist Nikolina Kovalenko is interested in humanity’s vanishing connection with nature and the consequences our everyday actions have on the environment. That fascination provides the inspiration for her new exhibition, Reclamation, which will be on display at the Watchung Reservation’s Trailside Nature and Science Center, in Mountainside, NJ. Presented in partnership with the Visual Arts Center of New Jersey, this show will be on view from October 12, 2018–February 12, 2019.

In 2017, Kovalenko visited the Amazon rainforest in Brazil to document the results of the logging process. While there, she created graphite rubbings of harvested trees, which she referred to as “fingerprints.” She then interviewed environmentalists and independent activists working in the area to help restore the rainforest. During those conversations she also took the fingerprints of the activists and asked them about the motivation behind their work. She later combined these three elements to create the artwork presented in Reclamation. The work on display is a series of diptych drawings pairing the graphite rubbings with the fingerprints, captioned with the activists’ explanation as to why they think it is important to preserve the rainforest.

The artwork presented in this show is for sale and a portion of the profits will be donated to local communities in the Brazilian Amazon to help fund reforestation projects. The Trailside Nature and Science Center is located at 452 New Providence Road, Mountainside, NJ. Visit ucnj.org/trailside for more information.

About the Visual Arts Center of New Jersey

For 85 years, the Visual Arts Center of New Jersey has been exclusively dedicated to viewing, making, and learning about contemporary art. Recognized as a leading non-profit arts organization, the Art Center’s renowned studio school, acclaimed exhibitions, and educational outreach initiatives serve thousands of youth, families, seniors, and people with special needs every year.

The Visual Arts Center of New Jersey is located at 68 Elm Street in Summit, NJ. Adult and children’s group tours are available throughout the year. Gallery Hours: Monday to Wednesday and Friday, 10 AM–5 PM; Thursday, 10 AM–8 PM; and Saturday & Sunday, 11 AM–4 PM. Please call 908.273.9121 to confirm holiday hours. Visit artcenternj.org for more information.

Support

Major support for the Visual Arts Center of New Jersey is provided in part by the Peter R. & Cynthia K. Kellogg Foundation; the Wilf Family Foundations; and Art Center members and donors.
“I want to give my children and the future people the possibility to see the nature like I saw it. I think it’s important to learn from the forest, animals, plants, before they get destroyed ... We took so much from nature, and it feels good to give something back.”—Oscar, German, forest engineering student at UFAM

Nikolina Kovalenko, Saving Trees Through Art 2, 2017, Graphite and acrylic on paper mounted on Masonite board, 36 x 60 in.

Nikolina Kovalenko taking a graphite rubbing of a harvested rainforest tree.